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This is an international sculpture biennale organised by the Piedmontese Region of Italy. It invites 
artist by country to represent the best in sculpture from the round the world .Professor Rob Ward 
was invited as one of four British sculptors, including Prof Phillip King, David Nash and Peter Randall 
Page to represent the UK.Ward was represented by 2 life size bronze sculptures. The exhibition was 
curated by Prof Luciano Caramel who also wrote the catalogue (University of Milan) In the text Prof 
Caramel explores the relationships of form scale and material in the context of landscape as related 
to an historic site ( Castello Racconigi) Sculpture in the contemporary expanded field is discussed in 
the context of an historic  place  The approach each artist takes to capture the brief of siting work in 
this landscape is discussed. Rob Ward uses the notion of seating and climbing as integral parts of the 
activity within the park, which in the sculpture, is an active participant in the space. The question of 
how to relate the artefact to the 17
th
 century castle is asked, uniting a contemporary work to its 
surroundings and history. The sculpture is designed to capture the landscape. The work includes 
bells, a seat, a ladder tipped on end and invites participation reversing the traditional concept of 
sculpture as object to be viewed only.Additional essays by Barbara Tuzzoline , Giovani Cordero , and 
Renato Balestrino which discuss the Castello , its architecture , history and the context of its 
historical artefacts 
